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---Is the most romantic day of your life looming large overhead and youâ€™re yet to have chosen the
bridal fabric that will make you feel like the most beautiful girl in the world? Are you beginning to feel
a little frustrated at the lack of fashion fabrics options open to you? If so then you need only consider
one retailer and that is Carrington Bride.

Carrington Bride is one of the UKs leading retailers of accessories, bridal and fashion fabrics. We
have a wealth of experience supplying  fashion fabrics for bridal wear that are of the highest
possible quality. When you combine this with the fact that weâ€™re dedicated to offering our customers
first-rate customer service there really isnâ€™t a good reason to not consider us for all of your fashion
fabrics bridal wear.

We have a stock of eight hundred and fifty different designs and colours of fashion fabrics. Our rich
heritage supplying fashion fabrics that are of the highest quality dates back over forty years, and
today our fashion fabrics cover every requirement for the design, manufacturing and retail trade.
Indeed, the exquisite fashion fabrics that we can offer can even be translated to different areas.
Such areas include dance wear, corporate wear and theatre wear, as well as prom wear, evening
dressed and even equestrian wear.

It should be noted that here at Carrington Bride we only supply trade. We do not sell any of our
fashion fabrics to members of the public. We pride ourselves in offering s no nonsense approach to
every aspect of the business.

From our website: www.carringtonbride.co.uk we have established the very first ecommerce service
selling fashion fabrics to the bridal trade. Once you come and visit us online you have the
opportunity to browse our fabric book and choose which of the bridal fabrics are most suited to the
individual look that you are going for. Come and visit us today for more information.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
Carringtonbride.co.uk has the most beautiful fashion fabrics which will appeal to even the most
discerning individual. Our gorgeous bridal fabric is perfect if you want your big day to be extra
special.
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